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Should a Wheat Grower Focus on Marketing or Production?

In an article in the November 1996 Oregon Farmer-Stockman (p.32), Dan Crummet

quotes a marketing advisor as saying: "Any business is made up of 50Vo production and 50Vo

marketing. How much time does the average farmer spend in marketing? About 20 minutes a

week. No wonder we're going broke." This advisor isn't alone in urging farmers to spend

more time thinking about where, and especially when, to sell their crop. If you want advice

about when, we need only turn to the nearest trade magazine. In the recent September 1998

Farm Journal, Linda Smith advises that "because cash [grain] prices are expected to be weak

this fall, it is a year when storing may pay." She quotes an advisor as saying: "Right now,

carry is being built into both the futures and cash markets - that is, distant prices are higher

than nearby prices. So store the unsold portion of the 1998 crop as long as ca-ch carry is

available."

But public advice about grain markets can go awry. In March 1997 , the well-known

Farm Jountalanalyst Bob Utterback was telling wheat farmers that "this year's [challenge] is

to prepare for a bull ish move ...." and that we should not get "too pessimistic." Eighteen

months later (September 1998), his tone had changed: "it may take one or even two years to

eat through this inventory."

Do Oregon wheat farmers really pay too little attehtion to marketing? Should you

spend more time deciding which way prices are moving, when you should sell, whether to

hedge your production or storage? We argue in the present paper that unless you have unusual

interest in, and gifts for, market forecasts, you probably should not. Your time likely would

be better spent improving your farming operation, cutting costs and improving quality. You



should be a farmer rather than a trader. Does this sound heretical? Let's consider the logic of

grain market transactions.

Unless you produce a special wheat for some highly specialized use, your wheat

marketing decisions comes down to several simple questions:

(i) Do I sell my entire crop at harvest or wait to sell some or all of it later?

(ii) If I wait until later, do I hedge my storage or sell it on the forward market?

Suppose, to begin with, you have chosen not to hedge any delayed sales. In that case,

deciding whether to sell right after the August harvest or to store it and sell, say, next February

is a matter of deciding whether the price will rise enough between August and February to

cover the costs of six months' storage. Costs consist of:

(a) the physical cost of storage, either on-farm or in a commercial elevator; and

(b) the interest income you gave up, or the additional interest you had to pay on

your operating loans, because you chose to sell your grain next February rather

than now in August.

We might deduct from these storage costs any tax savings you would enjoy by clelaying your

income into the next tax year. Looked at from a long-run perspective, such savings can't be

very great and we will ignore them here.

Lrt's use Puu, to signify the current cash wheat price in August, and Pouthe cash price

that will prevail the following February. The latter price is shown in italics to emphasize that

you will not know what this price is until February rolls around. trt C be the physical cost of

storage and i be one-half the average annualized interest rate prevailing between August and

February.' The net gain from delaying your sale until February is



( 1 )  G  =  P k b / ( 1  + i )  -  C  -  P " u g

That is, it is the discounted February price less physical storage cost and less the August price.

From your vantage point in August, the storage cost portion of this equation, namely interest

rate i and physical storage costs C, are relatively easy to predict. The difficulty is in predicting

next February's cash price Pr,u. Clearly, the gain from delaying your sale until February will

be positive if

('2) Pkb / (1  +  i ) C Pury

namely if the discounted February price less physical storage cost exceeds the August price.

How might one think about whether expression (2) will hold true? That is, how likely is it

that the eventual February cash price, discounted by the appropriate interest rate and net of

physical storage cost, will exceed the harvest-time cash price?

Assuming Constant Market Conditions

The first way to think about this problem is to imagine that international wheat

markets are stable, i.e. that international supplies and demands are known and constant. In

that event, next February's cash price certainly will be greater than the current August price.

ln fact, if every trader faces the same interest rate and the same physical storage costs, the

February price will be exactly

(3) Pr,o = (Pu,, + C) (1 + i ).

The February cash price will be the August cash price plus physical storage cost, both

compounded forward to Febru ary at the prevailing interest rate.2 Why? Because we are not

the only ones using expression (2). Everyone else is guided by the same rule. If everyone is

sure that (2) holds, wheat traders and farmers will put grain into storage in August and hold it



until February. As they do, the volume of wheat available in August to millers and exporters

will fall, driving up August prices. And when February comes around, the wheat that ha{

been held in storage will become available to those who were denied it in August, depressing

February prices.

How far will August prices and physical storage costs rise, and February prices fall?

Unless traders and farmers are irrational, the answer is: just far enough that expression (3)

will hold. February price will be driven down to where it equals the August price plus

physical storage cost, compounded forward to February at the prevailing interest rate. In order

for things to work out this way, some farmers and traders must decide not to store but instead

sell immediately in August, since if everyone stored, the August price would rise so high

relative to the February price that the inequality in (2) would be reversed and everyone would

lose money by rtoiing.

As long as everyone faces the same interest rates and physical storage costs, the question

of who will store and who will sell immediately would be a matter of indifference. People

would sort themselves randomly into the sell-now group and the sell-in-February group. In

reality, large trading firms probably pay lower interest rates than do farmers because banks

give them what amount to volume discounts. Thus, large traders will be able to earn a profit

from a smaller August-February price spread than will farmers. Hence also, farmers will more

quickly drop out of the store-until-February group, and join the sell-now group, than will

traders. Even in this simplified constant-market scenario, then, farmers will more often than

not find it most profitable to sell at harvest and let the traders do the storing.
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Allowing International Market Changes

Now let us add still more realism. Supply and demand conditions in international .

markets are anything but constant; they fluctuate not only dramatically but in ways difficult to

predict. If the market does change between August and February, then February's price will

not be predictable from expression (3), namely by simply adding storage and interest costs to

the August price. Unusually good growing conditions in North America and Ukraine, for

example, coupled with a suddenly weak yen or won, will drive February prices below those

that would cover August buying prices plus subsequent storage costs. The person thinking

about storing wheat will therefore be wise to look for signs that the international market is

changing.

Consider for a moment how one would go about doing this. To predict February prices.

you must first gather all the information available in August that is relevant to impending

market changes: indications of a possible bank failure in Japan, eariy t'eports of drier-than-

usual weather in Australia, rumors of a cut in the U.S. federal funds rate, signs that the

European Parliament may raise wheat subsidies. You must then decide how likely it is that

the rumors you are reading about will materrabze into actual events. Will the Japanese bank

really fail? Will the Australian drought materialize? Will the Fed really cut the discount rate?

Second, you must decide what effect such events will have on wheat prices if they do

materialize. What impact will a major Japanese bank failure have on the Japanese recession

and in turn on Japanese wheat demand? What will a three-inch drop in Australian rainfall do

to Australian wheat yield, and what effect will this have on world wheat prices, including soft

as well as hard wheats?



Suppose, assuming constant international markets, that wheat market players have

initially sorted themselves into the sell-in-August group and the store-until-February group.

We now broaden the game to allow the hard-to-predict, market-impacting events such as

Australian droughts. Players are allowed to switch from the sell-now to the store-until-

February camp or vice versa, depending upon whether they think the February price will rise

above or fall below what would be predicted on the basis of current price and storage costs

alone, namely the price in expression (3). If you think price will rise above the expression (3)

price, you will store; if you think it will fall below, you will sell now.

Can everyone make money from this game? Clearly not. For if the February price falls

below the reference point in expression (3), those who had purchased wheat in August to store

it (or who had deciCed to store their own August wheat) will lose money and those who sold it

to them will gain. Conversely, if the February price rises above the expression (3) reference

point, those who sold wheat in August will lose and those who bought it from them to store

will win. We have here a particularly sobering arithmetic: the sum of the winnings must

equal the sum of the losses, a situation known as zero-sum.

Our own question this morning is whether an Oregon wheat grower would be a likely

winner or loser in such a vicious contest. Because the game has a zero sum, the grower wins

only if he is a better-than-average price forecaster, and he is so only if he assembles and

processes information better than does the average trad"r. ,n. averages we are speaking of

here are weighted averages, in which each trader's price forecast is weighted by the proportion

of the total market which that trader represents.3 Larger traders' forecasts have a greater

impact on the market than do smaller traders', inasmuch as the larger traders use their forecasts

to make larger transactions. Because large traders normally have more market information



than do small traders, and greater information typically leads to greater profits, the large

traders usually are the winners: their market forecasts tend to be better than the weighted.

average forecast (Hartzmark, 1987).4 Thus also, the number of losers normally exceeds the

number of winners. The average betted dollar, that is, in the grain storage game breaks even,

but most bettors tend to lose.

Oregon wheat growers, preoccupied as they are with their farming businesses, are nrost

likely to fall into fhe loser group. This, however, is precisely what one would expect from an

efficient market. Because prices of a storable commodity like wheat rise on average with

storage costs, net storage gains are close to zero in the aggregate. However, in order for this

efficient result to come about, some traders must take money fronr others. Those who take

usually rriil be those who invest the most in gathering and processing market infbrmation.

Pennitting the Hedge

Let us rrow introduce another possibility into this game: if you store your grain in

August, you may hedge this action by selling a March futures market, then buying the contract

back in February when you sell your crop. The net gain from doing so, compared to

immediate cash sale in August, is

(4)  Gf  =  [Fuur 'o"n  -  Fr .o ' " "n ]  +  [p*o /Q+i )  -  C -  p ,ur ]

where Fou**"'n is the price in August of a March futures contract, and Fr.o'arch Ir the price in

February of the same contract. Expression (4) says that the net gain from hedged storage is

the sum of your futures market profits or losses (first bracketed term) and cash market profits

or losses (second bracketed term).



One reason for such a hedging strategy is that cash and futures prices tend to move in

the same direction. By taking opposite positions in the cash and futures markets you are.

betting against yourself and hence reducing risk, just as you do when you buy life insurance.

But another reason for short hedging is the hope that, as you progress from August toward

February, the difference between futures and cash price (the "basis") will narrow by an amount

greater than the total storage cost. Defining Bour'o"n as the current (August) basis of a March

contract, i.e. Four*u" - PauB , and Br.o*o"n as the eventual (February) basis of the same contract,

i.e. Fr.o*""n - Pr.o , and rearranging terms in expression (4), we have a net gain of

(5) Gf = (F.u*'u..n - p"u*) - (Fr.o'" ' .n _ p*o) _ t i /(1 +i)]pr.o _ c

= {Borr*uttn - Br.otottn } { t i / ( i + i ) l P , . o  +  C }

The second line of this expression says that the net storage gain equals the change in the

basis between August and February (first term in braces) plus toral storage cost (second term

in braces). Will the gain be positive? Only if you are better than the average trader at

predicting futures prices. For the August price of a March futures contract is the weighted-

average trader's forecast in August of what the futures price will be in March, and the latter

will be roughly equivalent to the March cash price. Thus, the change in the March futures

price between August and February, Fuus'o"h - Fr.o""n , ia nothing but the eventual error in the

average trader's August prediction of March prices. When you hedge your storage to make a

profit, you are hoping that this elror will be positive, that August futures prices are over-

predictions of March cash prices.

Unfortunately, the possibility that you will be successful in this hope is no greater than

that you will be successful in forecasting cash prices. Indeed, the futures market game has a

zero sum just as the cash market game has. Because nearly all futures positions are closed out



before delivery occurs, the sum of the winners winnings must equal the sum of the losers'

losses. The August forecasts of March prices that are embodied in the August prices of March

futures contracts contain much of the information about prospective March conditions that

traders have available in August. In betting that a futures price will change in a particular

direction, you are saying that you have access to more information than has the average trader,

or that you can assess better than he can what impact such information will have on March

wheat prices. Perhaps you are in this position. Only you can judge the probability that you

will outsmart the full-time grain traders.

Some Historical Tests

Assessing in an empirical way the chances of your doing so is very difficult, since

hundreds of strategies or rules of thumb might be used to decide when to store and when not,

and when to hedge and when not. To give an idea of these chances, however, we have

simulated below the net returns you would have earned had you engaged in various routine

storage and hedging operations every August since the mid-1970s. Strategies we consider are:

A:

B :

C:

Sell on the cash market in August.

Store from August to February, then sell on the cash market.

Same as Strategy B, but hedge this action by selling a March futures contract in

August, then buying it back in February.

Form a prediction of the hedged-storage profit in expression (5) by subtracting

from the August basis of a March contract the storage cost through February

plus the past-five-year-average of February bases of March contracts. If this

D:
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predicted return is positive, apply Strategy B. If it is not positive, apply

Strategy A.

Advisors in the trade literature commonly recommend Strategy D. For example, in his

February 1998 advice, Bob Utterback says, "I would store 1998 wheat only if the market is

offering excellent carry and basis is extremely wide at harvest." Similarly, Linda Smith (Farm

Journal, September 1998) quotes advisor Joe Victor as saying, "Once the spread between

nearby and future cash prices nalrows and no longer covers the carrying costs, sell the crop...."

The motivation for this reasoning is that, whenever there is a predicted positive return from

hedged storage, the futures market is signaling that future cash prices will be higher than

needed to cover the cost of storing. In our own version of Strategy D, we assume you would

leave any stored grain unhedged. Observe that our forecast of the February basis is rather

naive: it consists iimply of the average of such bases for the past five years. More

sophisticated traders may have better information (rumors of another cut in the Federal Funds

rate?) for developing such a forecast.

Price data for simulating these strategies, collected originally at Oregon State University

and updated by Dr. Tom McCoy, are Thursday prices from I91l to 1998. Cash prices are

Portland prices of soft white winter wheat; futures prices are Chicago prices of soft red wheat

contracts. Hence, hedging strategy C is a "cross-hedge," the use of futures prices of one

commodity in conjunction with cash market sales of a different but related commodity.

Physical storage costs in 1998 are assumed to be 2.5 cents/bu/month. Costs in years

prior to 1998 are assumed to have equaled 2.5 cents in real terms; that is, we estimated them

by dividing2.5 cents by the Consumer Price Index for the given year. In reality, many farmers

have been paying their local cooperatives the same nominal rate for country storage for the
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past twenty years. Expressed in real (1998 dollar) terms, such rates were much higher in the

late 1970s than they are today. Thus, we have probably underestimated physical storage costs

in the early years of our sample.

Interest rates employed here are simulations of what the Farm Credit Service would

have charged for average-risk borrowers in the given year. We simulated these rates by

adding three percentage points to the six-month CD rates reported in the Federal Reserve

Bulletin. A three-point premium over CD rates accurately reflects the current credit market

but probably underestimates spreads between Farm Credit and commercial CD rates during

the high-interest era of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Thus again, we likely underestimate

the interest costs of storage in some years.

We first determine, for each of the 22 years of our sample, the per-bushel return for each

of Strategies B, C, and D. Next, we express these returns in constant 1998 dollars by dividing

by the consumer price index. Finally, we deduct from these returns the corresponding returns

from Strategy A, namely the August cash price. In this way, the sell-now strategy acts as our

reference point.

Results

Figure I shows the per-bushel returns to unhedged storage (Strategy B) less the returns

to the sell-now strategy (Strategy A). In eleven of the twenty-two years we studied, storing

until February out-performed selling in August. In the other eleven years, the opposite was the

case. There is no evident year-to-year pattern in the net gain from unhedged storage. Annual

fluctuations in these net gains, that is, have been relatively random except perhaps for the

three consecutive years in the mid-1980s when storage was successful. Most importantly, as
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shown in table l, the average return to the sell-in-August strategy has been $0.27 higher than

the average return to the store-until-February strategy.

Figure 2 gives the returns to hedged storage (Strategy C) less the returns to selling in

August (Strategy A). That is, figure 2 represents the net gains, relative to selling at harvest, of

storing your wheat and hedging the storage. The figure shows that these net gains have

fluctuated rather modestly over the years, compared to the fluctuations from unhedged storage

gains in figure l. This is testimony to the risk-reducing effects of short-selling in the futures

market when you store (and thus essentially go long) in the cash market. Hedging your

storage does reduce risk. Furthermore, if you had stored each year from August until

February, you would have been $0.07 per bushel better offon average by hedging the storage

in the Chicago futures market (table l). In other words, hedging not only has reduced risk but

has slightly increased mean income. We wonder if this would have held true had we used

Minneapolis (soft white) futures prices rather than Chicago (soft red) futures. Cross-hedging

soft white cash wheat with soft red futures may take advantage of basis movements unavailable

in a direct (soft white cash with soft white futures) hedge.

On the other hand, the hedged storage strategy does nothing to enhance your mean

income relative to selling at harvest (see table l). On average, selling at harvest has brought

$0.21 more per bushel than has storing the wheat until February and hedging the storage in the

Chicago futures market.

Figure 3 shows the annual net returns to Strategy D less those from selling immediately.

In Strategy D, the farmer first checks to see if hedged storage would be successful, using as an

August forecast ofthe February basis the average of such bases for the previous five years. If

hedged storage indeed would be successful, he stores (unhedged) until February. If not, he
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sells in August. In years in which this rule calls for the farmer to store, the net gains in figure 3

are the same as those in figure l. In the years in which the rule calls for him not to store, the

net gains are zero because returns from the sell-now strategy are the reference point for all

three figures. As it turned out, Strategy D called for the farmer to store in only five of the

seventeen years of the sample.s In three of those years, he did earn a positive profit compared

to selling now. In the other two (1981 and 1984) he lost money instead, essentially fooled into

thinking that recent basis patterns would continue into the coming year. The net gains in the

three positive years cancel the net losses in the latter two years, bringing an average net gain of

less than one cent over the sell-now strategy (table 1).

What About Non-Routine Strategies?

Just as we have predicted, routine storage strategies appear to be unsuccessful in

generating additional farmer income. The majority of the studies on corn, Great Plains wheat,

soybeans, and other commodities have reached the same conclusion (Zulauf and Irwin, 1997).

Suppose instead of a routine strategy that a farmer stores only when a "special signal" tells him

to do so. Special signals are of three possible types. (i) technical forecasting rules, (ii)

econometric models, and (iii) "expert" advice.

Technical forecasting rules are those which make use of past prices only, such as

combinations of moving averages of recent prices. No attempt is made in these rules to explain

price changes in terms of their underlying economic causes. The technical forecasting guru

merely claims to see in recent price changes a pattern that others don't see. Because there is

no limit to the potential number of such patterns, there is no limit to the number of rules that

can be recommended or to the number of gurus that recommend them. The Chicago
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Board of Trade offers on the internet a list of no less than twenty-nine technical indicators that

supposedly foretell the direction of future price changes, with such names as the Chaikin

Oscillator indicator, the HPI indicator, the On-Balance Volume indicator, and the Stochastic-

Fast indicator. Are these indicators successful in forecasting prices? Undoubtedly, each had

some success at one point, a success that emboldened its author to try to sell it. The important

question, however, is whether it will continue to forecast reliably in the future, and here the

prospects are dim. For as soon as an indicator becomes successful it becomes widely used,

and as soon as it is widely used it defeats itself. The indicator's buy signals, for example,

stimulate short-term demand, driving up prices so as to eliminate the advantage of buying.

And since technical forecasting indicators have no economic rationale, each is sure to quickly

dissipate itself. The widespread failure of technical forecasting rules has been well-

documented (Zulauf and lrwin, 1997).

Econometric models seek to forecast prices by combining past price movements with

information which economists consider to affect prices, such as interest and exchange rates,

technical changes, and consumer incomes. These models generally do a good job of

explaining the past. However, they have two drawbacks as price forecasters. First, to be

effective as forecasters, they must be combined with forecasts of the interest rates and other

factors which affect prices. Such factors are themselves difficult to forecast. Second, if

numerous people have access to the econometric forecasts, these forecasts undermine

themselves just as technical forecasts do. The well-known econometric forecasting models of

grain and livestock prices have generally been shown to forecast future cash prices no better

than do current futures prices (Allen, 1994: Kastens and Schroeder, L996).
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Experts quoted in trade newspapers and private newsletters obtain their ideas about

future price movements from a combination of technical forecasting rules, econometric 
'

models, and their own judgements or hunches. An expert bases his hunches on his experience

with the correlations between prices on the one hand and price-causing factors such as interest

rates on the other hand. In other words, most experts probably have a sort of "econometric

model" in their minds, one that is informal, flexible, intuitive. Clearly, some experts have

significant success forecasting prices (Bessler and Brandt, 1992). To the extent, however, that

they publish these forecasts, they will be undermined for the same reason that technical and

econometric forecasts are undermined.

Can anyone, then, consistently make money in the wheat storage and futures games?

Evidence suggests they can. The winners, primarily the large grain trading companies, are

those who specialize in the game and who have more and better information than others do.

The profits they earn are a legitimate return to their human capital, to the time they devote to

the effort, and to the risk to which they expose themselves. Presumably, these companies

could earn substantial sums by publishing the forecasts they develop, but the forecasts are

worth more in use than in print. Printing them would undermine them. By the same token,

we can legitimately ask why experts in the trade press publish their price forecasts. If the

forecasts really were accurate, the experts would earn more from trading on them than from

publishing them.

Investing in the Farm

Our conclusions strongly imply that most Oregon wheat farmers are, at least from a

long-run perspective, best off selling their crop at harvest. In the event they do store, routinely
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hedging the storage would do little to augment net returns, although it would reduce short-

term risk. If every farmer sold their entire crop at harvest, would harvest-time prices be

depressed below their present levels? Likely they would not be. For if every farmer sold

immediately, it would be clear that they would have no wheat to sell later in the season. This

in turn would increase the expectations of late-season prices and thus augment large traders'

current demand for storage wheat.6

If most wheat farmers are ill-advised to play the storage game, what are they best

advised to do? In our opinion, they are best advised to specialize in what they do best:

farming- This should come as no surprise. For at least 10,000 years, economic activities have

become increasingly specralized, and the rate of specialization is gaining momentum.

Individuals' comparative advantages, that is, are becoming increasingly distinct. As owners of

farmland and farm know-how, farmers possess a set of highly fixed and immobile resources.

The fixity of these resources puts them at a relative disadvantage in the nimble art of short-run

price forecasting, but it giv.es them an advantage in accessing the longer-run gains from

technical change. Because technical changes tend to be gradual, their general directions tend

to be easy to predict, and farmers can see these directions just as well as anyone can.

Technical change in agriculture and in agricultural processing has been, and will

continue to be, labor-saving and capital- and material-using. The share of labor in total cost

will continue to fall while the share of materials and, especially, capital will continue to rise.

As food manufacturing, in particular, becomes more mechanized and computerized, a higher

premium will be placed on raw farm materials that have fixed and predictable characteristics.

The wheat flour that 50 years ago came under the hand of an experienced master baker, who

sensed and could adapt to variations in flour quality, is now more likely to find its way to a
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twenty-year-old sub-shop employee, who bakes by recipe. At the same time, the number of

specialized bakery goods is rising to meet the demand of an increasingly affluent work force

that is less willing than ever to slave in the kitchen. Both of these trends imply that

manufacturers will increasingly be looking for wheats with specialized and predictable baking

characteristics.

Rising demand for wheat product specialization will increase the demand for specialized

farm production skills and specialized farm capital. These inputs will be expensive.

Unfortunately, the long-run trend in real wheat prices has been, and likely will continue to be,

downward because the total real costs of farm production are falling. Hence, those who invest

early in the new specialized inputs -- and this principally means investing in one's own

farming skills -- will be those who survive in the coming economic era. Coincidentally, our

own research suggests that wheat product specialization is likely to bring about lower wheat

demand elasticities. This in turn implies that weather and other supply fluctuations will have

increasingly volatile effects. on wheat prices, a volatility which the federal government is less

and less likely to cushion. Risk tolerance is becoming an important survival skill. Large

capital reserves and futures market hedging will help reduce risk, but playing the price

forecasting game probably will only reduce a wheat farmer's long-run income.
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Table 1. Average Net Gain from Soft White Wheat Storage Strategies, minus the Gain from

Selling at August Harve st, 1977 - 1998, in 1998 Dollars per Bushel.

Strategy Net Gain

B: Store (Unhedged) Until February - $ 0.277

C: Store (Hedged) Until February

D: Store (Unhedged) Until February
if Current Basis is "Low"

- $ 0.206

- $ 0.007

2 l



Footnotes

1- Dividing the average annualized interest rate by 2 gives the approximate interest charge

for holding grain for the six-month period from August to February.

2. We are assuming for simplicity that physical storage expenses are paid at the time the

wheat is put into storage. Taking into account the interest cost of the actual timing of

storage payments would do little to alter our overall reasoning here.

3. More technically, multiply each trader's February price forecast by that trader's

percentage share of the August market, then sum these to get the weighted average

February price forecast. In order to earn a positive return from price speculation, your

own forecast must turn out to be better than this weighted average one.

4. Hartzmark documents the actual gains and losses of a set of large and small futures

traders during a one-year period. The few large traders earned substantial profits, while

the numerous small traders suffered losses.

5. The years 1916 - 1980 are dropped from figure 3 because they were needed to compute

the initial five-year averages of the February bases of the March contracts.

6. Tom McCoy has suggested that the increased volume at harvest would increase large

traders' risks. If these traders are risk-averse, they would bid prices down accordingly.

On the other hand, if traders are risk-neutral, no such discounting would occur.
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